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OUR MISSION
Champlain Valley Educational Services empowers students, schools and
communities by providing exemplary education, training, support and
shared services.

OUR VISION
We aspire to be a nationally recognized, premier provider of dynamic and
innovative programs and services, serving as a catalyst for personal and
regional economic growth.

OUR CORE BELIEFS
• Students are our first priority.
• We value open and honest communication.
• We embrace collaboration and shared decision-making.
• We promote creativity and innovation.
• All students can learn and be successful.
• We all lead by example.
• We act with integrity, fostering respect for all.
• Students, family and community are valued partners for success.
• We ensure a safe, supportive learning and work environment.
• We all impact the educational process and are dedicated to perform
at the highest possible levels.
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IN THIS EDITION

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
We are excited to share this edition
of CVES’ Success Stories. Despite the
pandemic’s influence, CVES’ hard work,
perseverance and dedication to our
mission has been reinforced as we
collectively met the health challenges and
still managed to enhance excellence.

The Positivity Project

Special Education Division | 4

A Growing Tech Team

Our Special Education Division has implemented a great initiative
called The Positivity Project, which teaches our students 24 key
character strengths throughout the school year. There has also been
the addition of the Practical Assessment Exploration System (PAES)
Lab that will prove to be a great asset to prepare students for a
transition into the real world. Also, one of our students recently had
some of his very own artwork selected to be used for a t-shirt design.
CV-TEC continues to have exciting advancements and additions
to their programs. Recently the CDL Course received the donations
of one truck apiece from Upstone Materials and Casella Waste
Management. CV-TEC’s New Vison Applied Engineering Class also
created an international partnership with the Universität Siegen of
Germany for an Authentic Stem Project.
The Instructional Services Division continues to be an essential
partner for our component districts and experiences plenty of success.
A prime example is our evolving Technology Co-Ser that supports
the integration of technology into curriculum by providing planning,
support and coordination. Also, for the first time in two years, Section
VII held fall playoffs and maintained proper health and safety protocols
to allow our local student-athletes to compete at the highest of levels
amid the pandemic.
Management Services has seen great growth recently and been
on the move quite a bit in the past year due to construction at our
Satellite Campus, but that has not stopped our division from providing
incredible services to our component districts. Most notably, the work
done by our staff in correlation with the Epidemiology and Laboratory
Capacity grant, which was received by the Clinton County Health
Department to support and prioritize in-person learning in our schools,
has helped our students, faculty and staff greatly.
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In closing, I want to thank all our students, families and
component districts for your continued support. During this
pandemic-impacted year, our staff’s dedication and commitment to
supporting our work has helped make our programs and services
an even more reliable resource to supporting the North Country’s
students. We are “all in” and embrace our continued partnership as
we move forward together.

Mark C. Davey, Ed.D.

District Superintendent/CEO
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The Positivity Project makes its impact
Special Education Division
BY JOEY LAFRANCA

CVES Communications and Publications Manager

There’s plenty of positivity at CVES’
Special Education Division.
That’s because it’s now a partner
school of The Positivity Project, which
means faculty have resources to 32
weeks of grade-level presentations for
daily 15-minute digital lessons and
much more.
“This has been an outstanding
resource for our students as well
as our faculty,” Special Education
Principal Nicole O’Connell said. “You
hear the word positivity, and that’s
exactly what this is. The amount of
positivity and quality education we
gain from this is outstanding.”
Through the project, teachers are
provided with off-the-shelf Google
Slides that can be easily delivered
through video, activities and
classroom discussion.
Students have the opportunity to
learn about 24 different character
strengths throughout the school year
with these presentations.
Each week, the campus focuses on
one specific character strength, and
the teachers and students embrace the
time to learn.
“I think it is great,” teaching assistant
Heather Ford said. “The children
can reflect on what they have done
and learned through the week. They
can use it and have great examples to
implement in the real world.”
The system elaborates on what
character truly is. Rather than just
describing it as grit or self-control, The
Positivity Project considers character
built around a student’s thoughts,
feelings and actions.
The character strengths themselves
stem from courage, wisdom, humanity,
transcendence, temperance and justice.
“I have seen it in my classroom give
really great examples while we are
reading books,” teacher Savanna-Lin
Boadway said.
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“You see different characters
showcase the character traits we go
over as part of the project. My students
really reflect on those good behaviors,
such as kindness. It puts it right into
their day, and you can’t ask for more
than that.”
Learning these character strengths
helps children establish a foundation
for genuine self-confidence in
self-awareness and also stresses the
importance of working together.
The ability to work with others and
the teamwork character strength was
recently reinforced in teacher Maddy
Seller’s classroom when she was
working with a student who enjoys
being independent — but sometimes
too independent.
“We have one student who has a
hard time working as a team and just
wants to work by herself,” Seller said.
“Every single aspect of this project
makes you have to work as a team.
For our classroom, it has been great to
understand that you have to work with
people.”
The student Seller works with said
she wanted to be a truck driver when
she grows up.
“I told her that even in that
profession you need to communicate

with people,” Seller said. “I referenced
the project, and the student really
understood. This Positivity Project has
helped with that learning process.”
It’s moments like this that seem
so innocent, but The Positivity
Project’s impact can be seen with a
bit more analysis.
So, through daily lessons
and week-to-week instruction,
accompanied by various assemblies
where participants are recognized
for their work on character
strengths, students learn lessons
vital for their futures.
“To me, one of the beautiful
things of the Positivity Project is
it’s something our entire division
contributes and participates in
for the social and emotional
development of our students,”
Director of Special Education Matt
Slattery said.
“Whenever we have an initiative that
we can all pull in the same direction,
the impact is powerful. You kind of
forget how powerful it can be until you
see it in action. Kudos to our divisional
staff, Principal O’Connell, and the
Positivity Project Implementation
Team for making this initiative come
to life for our students.”
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ASpecial
CHERISHED
SHIRT
Education Division
Character Strengths
Perseverance
Integrity
Enthusiasm
Love
Social Intelligence
Kindness
Gratitude
Appreciation of Beauty
Optimism
Humor
Purpose
Self-Control
Prudence
Humility
Forgiveness
Leadership
Fairness
Teamwork
Perspective
Open-Mindedness
Love of Learning
Curiosity
Creativity
Bravery

BY EDDIE VEGA

CVES Publications Specialist

A young 10-year-old artist was thrown into the
spotlight when his artwork was chosen to appear
on T-Shirts.
MEET THE ARTIST
His name is Ethan.
According to his art teacher, Roxana Palmer, he is
an inspiration.
“Ethan is a sweet, energetic and a curious student,”
Palmer said. “I have really enjoyed seeing him take
an interest in art. He has been making great progress.
He loves choosing his art supplies and picking his
favorite colors to work with.”
Ethan has been diagnosed with Autism and Apraxia
and communicates via an iPad since he has non-verbal
smiles when he sees his artwork.
THE ORIGIN OF THE “FLUFFY MAN”
When the Paper Clouds Apparel company needed
shirts as soon as possible, Ethan’s picture was chosen,
according to Ethan’s Mom, Sarah.
“I would draw an eye then he would draw an eye.
And then for the rest of it, I did a hand-over-hand
with him,” Mom recalls.
Many of employees hired by Paper Clouds Apparel
have special needs. The company showcases the
talented and creative skills of individuals with special
needs to raising funds that offer support to other
organizations and schools.
Proceeds from the sale of the “Fluffy Man” T-shirts
went to “Special Wants Inc” — an organization that provides sensory items, gifts and a
community to families who care for loved ones with special needs.
ENJOYING THE SPOTLIGHT
One can only wonder how Ethan feels about all this attention.
“He is completely nonverbal, so it’s hard to grasp what exactly he gets, but he gets a big smile
on his face when we show him,” Sara said. “Like you know, you made this and we show him
the shirt and he gets happy about that.”
The pride is felt by all connected
to Ethan.
“Everyone is very happy for Ethan,”
Palmer said. “The staff proudly wear
their Ethan designs!”
To learn more about the Paper
Clouds Apparel company or
Special Wants Inc, please visit
their websites.
Paper Clouds Apparel: https://papercloudsapparel.com/
Special Wants Inc: https://specialwants.org/
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A Growing Tech Team Features
Plenty of Fresh Excitement
Instructional Services Division
BY JOEY LAFRANCA
CVES Communications and Publications Manager

Evolution and technology go hand in hand.
The Instructional Technology Co-Ser at Champlain Valley Educational Services evolves by the day.
There’s plenty of exciting new opportunities on the horizon, and Network and Systems Coordinator Alex St. Pierre is leading the way.
“This started out with us just doing some basic things and helping out a district or two, but now, we are much more than
that,” St. Pierre said.
The service supports the integration of technology into the curriculum by providing technology planning, technical
support, regional curriculum and staff development coordination, software and hardware professional development, and
optimum technology tool purchasing.
“I love going in and seeing how we can help
the districts and enhance their security and
streamline the processes,” said Haley Taylor,
a network and systems technician. “As a lot of
people know, education is a huge target right
now, and hackers are looking to exploit any
confidential data they can.”
Services vary from district to district, but
the clients have increased for the squad, as it
now is partnered in various ways with Crown
Point, Chazy, Plattsburgh, Peru, Saranac, Keene,
Willsboro, Northeastern Clinton, Boquet Valley
and Schroon Lake.
“Right now we have a good foundation in
our department, and we can help those other
districts enhance their security by implementing
multi-factor authentication and removing obsolete
equipment that is no longer supported and poses a
security risk,” Taylor said.
The growing Co-Ser is enticing to districts
due to the coordinator, consultants and equipment purchased and maintained being aid eligible.
The end goal is making sure the collaborative efforts between the Co-Ser and school districts results in planning,
selection, implementation and evaluation of appropriate educational technologies promoting engaged and meaningful
learning environments for students.
For some of the crew, which is comprised of seven individuals, it spends half or a bit more of the week working
specifically in districts.
Taylor is one of these team members, working three days a week in the Plattsburgh City School District, and the rest of
her time is spent in-house at CVES.
“The environment here at CVES has been fantastic,” Taylor said. “At first I was a bit intimidated because everyone here
is so smart and professional, but then I quickly realized everyone is so accepting and respectful. All you have to do is show
that you want to learn, and they have your back.”
In addition to St. Pierre and Taylor, the rest of the Co-Ser members include Matt Palkovic, Brandon Johnson, Joseph
Lamoy, Tavin Head and Ted Santaniello.
“In the end, the client being happy is our most important priority,” St. Pierre said. “We have had a lot of great positive
feedback from this, and we can’t wait to continue to have it grow even further.”
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Driving the Future of CDL
Businesses
donate retired
trucks with
plenty of life left
CV-TEC Division
BY MEGAN MANSON

CVES Publications Specialist

For decades, CV-TEC has
been the leading provider
of exemplary CDL Tractor
Trailing Driver Education
in the North Country.
In February of 2020, in
partnership with Casella,
CV-TEC began to explore
the opportunities to expand
training to include CDL
Class B education to meet the
increasing demands of our
North Country businesses
and to address the nationwide
shortage of drivers.
In addition to curriculum
and staffing challenges, one
of the major challenges
faced to expand into
the CDL-B training
opportunities was acquiring
the appropriate equipment
to deliver the required
curriculum and training.
Bill Meyers, Market Area
Manager of Casella, and
then Principal of the
CV-TEC Satellite Campus,
Jim McCartney, constructed
an agreement to acquire
two retired Casella garbage
trucks from the business
for use in the new CDL-B
training curriculum.
Both trucks, which are
now considered retired, are
excellent fits for CV-TEC’s
residential line of work
due to meeting all the
qualifications for CDL-B

licensure.
“Their usage from
a day-to-day to
five-day-a-week vehicle
have since passed,” Meyers
said. “One is still very
much ready to go and
very drivable to be used
for training purposes, and
the other one is a little bit
past its prime but still has a
wonderful life left to it from
an educational standpoint.”
In addition to assisting
CV-TEC expand the CDL
training offerings, Casella
also benefited from having a
new location to train drivers
in the North Country instead
of having to send employees
hundreds of miles away,
oftentimes out of state to
Rutland, Vermont.
“We really see it from a
bunch of different levels,
not just a strict Plattsburgh
location,” Meyers said. “The
thought behind it was being
able to provide a chance for
local students to have an
opportunity to get a CDLB
license and certainly being
able to positively impact
Casella and the North

Country as a whole.”
The second truck
provided was donated to the
Heavy Equipment/Diesel
Mechanics programs to
serve as training equipment
for students to learn how to
maintain and repair similar
vehicles and to educate
prospective mechanics for
job opportunities that are
also as in high demand.
At the same time
CV-TEC and Casella
were collaborating on the
development of the new
CDL-B training program,
new state regulations
changed for the operation of
cement trucks.
Upstone Materials found
it economically beneficial
to replace its entire fleet
with new trucks that met
the state’s new compliance
standards than to modify
its existing cement trucks.
However, this development
did not mean the now
defunct vehicles couldn’t
still be used for training
CDL-B drivers.
“Upstone came to us
saying, ‘We have to offload

some of our cement
trucks that are no longer
in compliance – is that
something that your
program will benefit from?’,
which of course it will,“
Michele Friedman, Director
of CV-TEC said.
A year and a half
later, both businesses
arrived at CV-TEC with
their donations of two
straight trucks each to
be incorporated into
the CDL Course and
Heavy Equipment/Deisel
Mechanics Program.
“We are all so connected
between all of the different
sectors whether it is the
business sector or the
education sector,” Friedman
said. “Whenever someone
articulates a need, there is
always someone who says,
‘Hey, why don’t you give
CV-TEC a call?’”
CV-TEC now offers a
30-hour CDL-B training
course in the Fall 2021
and Spring 2022 Adult
& Continuing Education
Course Catalog.
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Benefits for All

CVES Benefits Coordination
Office providing excellent service
Management Services Division
BY MATT SMITH

Communications and Publications Director

Since its creation in late 2020, the CVES Benefits
Coordination Office (BCO) has provided CVES and its
component school districts with both enhanced service and
cost savings.
This service grew out of the Clinton-Essex-Warren-Washington Health Care Consortium (CEWW Health), which
provides health insurance for more than 10,000 school
district employees, their families, and retirees from
CVES and its component school districts. The BCO
also administers the CEWW Workers Compensation
Consortium on behalf of CVES and its components.
Vicki Demarse-Giroux, CVES Benefits Director, leads
the BCO Team consisting of Benefits Specialist Emilee
Quantock, and Benefits Specialist/CEWW Health
Consortium Recording Secretary Jessie Moulton.
The BCO is responsible for all member enrollments,
status changes, open enrollments, centralized billing,
mandated member notices and member communications.
The BCO works with Empire BlueCross to ensure the plan
is being administered effectively.
The BCO has administered several special projects
since its creation: Dependent Eligibility Audit, HIPAA
Compliance Audit, Medicare Member Review Audit,
Member Data Update, RDS Lookback and reopening.
These audits have resulted in savings of more than half a
million dollars for CVES and its component districts.
“We continue to look for ways to save our districts money
while providing best-in-class health coverage for our
members,” Demarse-Giroux said.
District and member communications are a priority
for the BCO. In recent months, it launched a new website
cewwhealth.org.
“We partnered with ISC’s Communications Department
to create a website to promote enhanced communication
with our component districts and with CEWW Health
members,” Demarse-Giroux said. “It truly is a one-stop
shop for our members’ health care needs.
“The website offers quick access to a variety of Empire
BlueCross programs: 24-Hour Nurse Line, Telemedicine,
RX Home Delivery, MyStrength – Mental Health Program,
many other services and information about our Consortium
services.”
The website also links to Empire’s Sydney Health mobile
app. Sydney ensures that members can access care at any
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time, including mental health awareness.
The BCO continues to prioritize member
communications and outreach through Retiree Coffee
Hours, Fireside Chats, District Visits, Monthly Wellness
Challenge Communications, and annual mailings.
The CVES Health contract with Empire includes grant
funding for wellness programs. The BCO has created
a Monthly Wellness Challenge for active employees
and retirees that started in October 2021, and it will
run through June 2022. For example, this program is
participation-focused. Participants are entered into a
monthly drawing by entering results on the cewwhealth.org
website.
Challengers can win a variety of prizes such as FitBits, skis,
bicycles, snowshoes, gym memberships and much more.
“It is a great way for Empire to partner with our
District Employees and Retirees to focus on wellness,”
Demarse-Giroux said.
The BCO continues to work with Empire on efficiencies
and customer service for our members and strategize and
plan daily to meet the needs of our members and districts.

Upcoming Challenges
January Challenge – Step Count
January – Biggest Loser Weigh-In (Bonus)
February Challenge – Yoga
March Challenge – Free Throws
April Challenge – Push-ups
May Challenge – 5K Run/Walk
June Challenge – Pick Your Favorite Challenge
June Biggest Loser Final Weigh-In (Bonus)
Visit our website: https://cewwhealth.org/
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COVID Testing Team Serving Schools
Management Services Division
BY JOEY LAFRANCA

CVES Communications and Publications Manager

When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, testing capabilities were at a minimum when they needed to be maximized.
Champlain Valley Educational Services now plays a key role in maximizing testing efforts to help navigate the hardships of this deadly
virus and assure in-person learning continues.
This past summer, the Clinton County Health Department applied and accepted a $2.24 million COVID-19 Epidemiology and
Laboratory Capacity (ELC) School Funding grant.
Those funds allowed CVES to plan and implement
a testing program to support and maintain in-person
learning in local school districts.
Randy Lozier was appointed as the CVES COVID
Testing Coordinator in August 2021 and has since
developed a strong team that conducts testing in
schools and, most recently, here at CVES where a
drive-up test site was established.
“This plan is only as good as the people we have,”
Lozier said. “If not for them, this plan would not
succeed. We need these people.”
A QUICK START
The day Lozier was appointed to his new role, which
was added to his pre-existing titles of Section VII
Athletics Coordinator and Coordinator of Officials, he
hit the ground running.
“School was right around the corner when I started,”
Lozier said. “There was no time to slowly catch up. It was full speed ahead at 120 mph.”
Lozier’s initial steps as he developed an effective testing system included analyzing the state testing mandates established by
Gov. Kathy Hochul.
“We wanted to tailor our system to our schools,” Lozier said. “I went to every school to make sure the location of testing was suitable so
people would be able to come in and out without having to interact.”
TESTING METHODS
Ways of testing have evolved since the summer, but Lozier and his team have settled on using a standard cheek swab test from
Quadrant.
The test is non-invasive and puts people at ease.
“Very few people have issues swabbing their cheeks,” Lozier said. “We are always there if need be, but it’s a very easy test to perform.”
Results usually return in two to three days or a bit longer if a test happens close to the weekend.
THE STAFF
Being able to test is one thing, but having the people to perform testing and keep an organized structure is paramount to the process.
Seven non-school nurses and nine school nurses in addition to Lozier’s staff make everything possible.
Team members are typically out in the field from Monday through Thursday conducting tests, and days for staff members can begin
as early as 5 a.m. and go to 6 p.m. depending on the schedule.
Lozier complimented the work of Connor Coty and Kiley Regan who have provided great assistance to his immediate CVES staff.
“Those two have been outstanding,” Lozier said. “Everyone has been outstanding, but to see the work of those two, they should be so
proud of their work.”
And as much as individuals are proud of their work, the main source of pride comes from knowing these testing methods help keep
the North Country a safer place.
“We are always looking to improve and simplify matters every day,” Lozier said. “Could the system be better? Sure, it could always be
better, but the work we have been able to accomplish is essential to helping end this pandemic.”
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Right at Home

Eric Bell

Management Services back
together and stronger than ever
Management Services Division
BY JOEY LAFRANCA

CVES Communications and Publications Manager

The Management Services team at Champlain Valley
Educational Services has been a bit nomadic during the
last few years, but the squad is back home with a much
stronger connection.
The Management Services and Instructional Services
divisions came together under one roof at the Plattsburgh
Satellite Campus at 518 Rugar St. this past September as
part of CVES’ Capital Project itinerary.
“Our team loves being in the new facility,” Assistant
Superintendent of Management Services Eric Bell said. “We
love having more of our organization together because it
draws connections to all of our talent and assets.
“One of the greatest things about being at CVES is we
have talent across our organization. It’s nice for our team to
see so many other great employees who do so much for our
area, community and school districts.”
While the move to come together has been appreciated by
all, the process certainly presented some challenges.
Go back all the way to March 2020, and Management
Services as well as other divisions and component school
districts went remote due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Fast forward to that summer, staff members began to return
to their offices, but the moving process was just starting.
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Assistant Superintendent of Management Services
The Management Services team went through multiple
relocations, including moving within the Satellite Campus
building before splitting up and having most of the
team head to CV-TEC at the Plattsburgh Main Campus
and some to ISC at its prior location hosted by The
Development Corporation.
“Our team had really come together by that point,” Bell
said. “You’re talking about a group of people that already
had to move once from one location back to the other end
of our building. We were simultaneously able to develop our
Benefit Coordination Office and grow.
“The layout we developed helped to build relationships

Continued on Page 11

Brenda Proulx

Joe Coakley

Payroll Specialist

Director of Labor Relations
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Christine Myers

Emilee Quantock

BOCES Treasurer

Benefits Specialist

among the team. We were more efficient and found where disconnections had happened, and we were able to improve our
procedures as well as our relationships among the whole team just by being in a tighter space.”
At one point during the process, Bell and his team thought moving into more close quarters would prove to be
detrimental, but when the division had to split to allow for construction to continue in the summer of 2021, the
connections and work relationships were as strong as could be.
“That was probably the best thing that could happen for us as a team because the connections and strengths we made
helped us get through that time,” Bell said.
So now back at the Satellite Campus for good, Management Services is ready to keep working, growing and doing its best
to serve the North Country.
With new offices, a fresh feel and an emphasis on working together as one, Bell has great confidence in his team.
“Our team was patient during the whole process, and their flexibility was outstanding,” Bell said. “We are happy to be
back together under one roof, and it’s going to be very exciting to see what the future holds for us all. There are great things
on the horizon.”

Erin Keefe

Jessie Moulton

Personnel Specialist

Benefits Specialist
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A Room of Great Opportunity
PAES Lab promotes hands-on, real-world experiences
Special Education Division
BY JOEY LAFRANCA

CVES Communications and Publications Manager

“Supervisor? I am ready.”
This is a phrase commonly heard in the
Practical Assessment Exploration System
(PAES) Lab at CVES’ Special Education
Division in Plattsburgh.
You would hear this from a student 14 or
older who has completed a hands-on activity
that needs to be reviewed by a supervisor.
The beauty of all this is the student has
completed the task independently.
“The independence factor is the biggest
reason why we purchased this program,”
Coordinator of Transition Programs Tonya
Robinson said. “On top of the number of
opportunities provided in the PAES Lab, and
the way the program is set up to build independence, we have to
support our students by stepping back as staff and allowing for
the progression of their independence.”
WHAT YOU SEE
If you were to walk in the Plattsburgh Division’s PAES Lab, you
might just think it’s a storage room with boxes and some tables.
But inside those boxes, there are various elements for the
hands-on curriculum PAES uses to help students learn in a
highly organized and structured environment.
“From the outside, this room seems overwhelming,” teaching
assistant Ashley Pray said. “Once people start to understand the
system and we are able to explain the targeted outcomes, there is

an excitement about the opportunities for our students.”
As the lab gets students ready to transition to the real
world and various job opportunities, it presents anywhere
from 48 to 60 opportunities to complete tasks in five separate
fields of work, which include business/marketing, computer/
technology, construction/industrial, processing/production
and consumer service.
“It’s where we want our kids to be,” Robinson said. “We
want them to exit our program and be able to go to an
employer and not need additional adult support they may
have in a school setting.”
A DAY ON THE JOB
To simulate real-world work environments,
students enter the lab and clock in on a computer
before they are presented with their task.
“I like enjoying the new opportunities,” said
Caleb after he finished a task that involved
twisting two nuts onto a bolt.
Caleb, a Saranac Lake student who attends
the Plattsburgh campus, is getting set to enter
the real world, and he said the PAES Lab is a
great resource.
“I get anxious here and there, but I enjoy
it and what I am trying to learn,” he said. “It’s
really exciting when I finish up and have my
supervisor come over to say I did a good job,
and I can complete my task and clock out on
the computer.”
One of Caleb’s classmates Matt agreed.

Continued on Page 13
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Matt and Caleb were in the lab together for a day, and while
Caleb was doing his task, Matt was focused on sorting out
various pipes from a large assortment.
“I like going through different things, organizing and digging
through piles to investigate,” Matt said. “It helps me learn how I
could do my job well.”
As the tasks help students find direction for their desired
career paths, they are expected to communicate professionally,
learn to follow safety procedures, problem solve and showcase
strong time management.
ASSESSMENT MEASURES
Once a student completes his or her task for the day, a
supervisor who is properly trained for the PAES Lab, helps
collect information to enter in a database that shows students’
areas of strength and helps point out opportunities for
improvement and determine appropriate accommodations and
assistive technology for the workplace.
To fairly and accurately have the correct data to enter, the
independence factor proves to be essential but challenging for
supervisors.
Up to five students can simultaneously work in the lab with
one supervisor present.
“It’s very hard because you have to learn to sit on your
hands,” Pray said. “As a parent and educator, your nature is to
help, but at the same time, we don’t have people with us forever.
Students have to learn how to be independent, and it is our

job to teach this essential skill. It’s been an interesting process.
I have had to learn how to step back and allow students to
accomplish things independently.”
END GOAL
Ultimately, all involved want the PAES Lab to enable students
to find meaningful employment after graduation.
“As educators, parents and adults, we always want to help kids.
As students get older, how we help them must look different.
We have to resist the urge to provide immediate assistance or
resolution, instead creating a safe environment that fosters
independence in a developmentally appropriate setting. Doing
so will better prepare our students for success in the real world
when they graduate from our programming,” Director of Special
Education Matt Slattery said.
“PAES is a great investment for the students and
communities we serve across the North Country. Many thanks
to Tonya Robinson, our Transition Coordinator, and to all
that participate in this lab for the great work they are doing
with our students. I am very proud of this new addition to our
programming.”
So whether the task students are completing focuses on food
preparation, color assembly, electrical projects, alphabetizing
or data entry, plenty of opportunities exist in the PAES Lab to
bolster the futures of young adults.
“There are really special things happening in this room,”
Robinson said.
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FALL 2020
CHAMPIONS
Girls Soccer
Class B- Saranac
Class C- AuSable Valley
Class D- Willsboro
Boys Soccer
Class B- Beekmantown
Class C- Lake Placid
Class D- Chazy
Football
Class B- Peru
Class C- Saranac Lake
Class D- Moriah
Cross Country
Boys
Class B- Plattsburgh
Class C- Saranac Lake
Class D- Lake Placid
Girls
Class B- Plattsburgh
Class C- Saranac
Class D- Lake Placid
Girls Volleyball
Class B- Peru
Class C- Saranac Lake
Class D- Northern
Adirondack
Gymnastics
Peru
Girls Swim
AuSable Valley
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Section VII fall playoffs
create normalcy for athletes

Instructional Services Division
BY JOEY LAFRANCA

Communications and Publications Manager

When the sports world came to a halt in
March 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
there was plenty of uncertainty.
Fast forward two years, and the pandemic
still played a roll in our lives, but Section VII
made sure to safely find ways to reimplement
sports back into student-athletes’ routines.
The fall 2021 season was a prime example
when Section VII crowned various champions
that advanced to New York State Public High
School Athletic Association tournaments.
This was all through the hard work and
dedication of Section VII Executive Director
Matt Walentuk along with many others.
“With the collaboration of school
superintendents, athletic directors, coaches and
student-athletes, we made a successful and safe

return to sports possible,” Walentuk said.
“We saw excellent success this fall when we
had our sectional championships and sent our
teams to state play.”
Most notably, the AuSable Valley girls soccer
team brought home the first Class C state
championship in program and Section VII
history in November 2021.
Three other soccer squads, including the
Saranac girls as well as the Beekmantown and
Chazy boys reached the state semifinals, while the
Moriah football team was Class D state runner-up.
Local cross country athletes also enjoyed plenty of
success individually at the state meet.
“When you look at all that success from our
little Section made of just 26 schools, that’s
outstanding,” Walentuk said.
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“Section VII is so small, but it’s that great feeling of when you
win the sectional championship, you are representing your school
and community. You have a chance to put the North Country on
the map against similar-aged student-athletes across the state.”
These outstanding moments and memories would have been
much more difficult to achieve had it not been for the work and
careful planning that took place in prior months.
When COVID-19 initially started to affect our everyday
routines, there was too much unknown, which led to Section VII’s
spring 2020 season being canceled.
Some sports were played in the ensuing fall and winter seasons,
but no sectional tournaments were held; however, holding any
sporting event during the time was considered a win.
“During that time, we were having to go along with the
guidelines from Gov. Cuomo and our local health departments,”
Walentuk said.
“At that point, we were looking at the NYSPHSAA guidelines
and acting accordingly by asking ourselves within the Section,
‘What are the rules, and how can we play high school sports?’ Our
main goal was to just allow the kids to play.”
That mindset proved beneficial when more doors opened back
up for the spring 2021 season that featured the first sectional
championships in over 14 months.
No state tournaments were held for the spring, but just having
sectionals return was a gigantic achievement of its own.
“There was this question of why we should hold sectionals if

there are no state championships,” Walentuk said. “I think there
is some merit to that, but you have to think big picture. Having
sectionals in the spring allowed us to ease back into things and
establish the groundwork for this fall.”
And this fall season showcased the traditional agony and ecstasy
with sectional championships.
After plenty of unusual circumstances for the past two years,
normalcy returned.
“When you are sitting in an office taking phone calls about tons
of different things, you don’t have that day-to-day interaction with
the student-athletes and the sports community,” Walentuk said.
“The chance to run sectional tournaments again was such a thrill,
and it’s what we do this for. It’s very rewarding.”
Now Section VII will shift its attention to its winter
championships and hopes to bring the same energy and
excitement as the fall.
In sports, momentum plays a big part in success. Section VII
has momentum, and now it’s a matter of keeping the train rolling
and following the right guidelines to do so in a safe manner
during the pandemic.
“The interscholastic sports environment is a microcosm of
what student-athletes can face in life with the unexpected twists
and turns,” Walentuk said. “Sports teach great lessons and are
such a healthy outlet for kids. We hope to keep things going in the
right direction and offering the opportunity to play sports for our
student-athletes.”
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An International Connection

CV-TEC Program Partners
with German University
CV-TEC Division
BY MEGAN MANSON

CVES Publications Specialist

Students in the New Visions: Applied
Engineering program at CV-TEC
Plattsburgh and Mineville campuses will
be part of a new pilot program called
Authentic STEM with students and
educators at the University of Seigen in
Germany.
This new partnership with the University
of Seigen will allow CV-TEC high school
seniors in the New Visions program to
work together to solve manufacturing
problems for local and international
manufacturing companies, such as
Schulter Systems, which has plants located
in Plattsburgh and in parts of Germany.
The goal of the Authentic STEM
Program is:
•
Long-term establishment of
career-oriented and career-developing
content aligned to the school curriculum.
•
Insight into problem and
process-oriented ways of the internal
working of companies.
•
Authentic content link between
companies and potential schools for
attracting apprentices.
•
Better alignment of school
education and career & technical training /
employment.
•
International cooperation to
create a variety of contents, give insight into
transnational problems and expand the
repertoire of problem-solving approaches.
“We want to combine high school
education programs in Germany and the
United States and programs at CV-TEC
to really look at crossroads between
[career & technical education] training,
higher education and enjoyment,” said
Dr. Gero Stoffels, researcher and lecturer
at the University of Seigen. “We want to
do it by developing and implementing an
integrated career orientation program.”
In addition to the project’s educational
objectives for its high school and college
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*Masks were removed for the photo only before immediately being put
back on.
students, local leaders at the North
needed.
Country Workforce Development Board
Sylvie Nelson, Executive Director of the
and businesses want to nurture a talented,
North Country Workforce Development
skilled workforce right in the communities Board, is pleased that the partnership
of upstate New York.
will have a potentially lasting impact on
“This project really allows us to look
industry in the region.
at the long-term planning of economic
“It’s important as you are probably
development and the long-term
hearing out there that industry is looking
planning of ‘train and sustain’,” said
for people, they are looking for employees
Michele Friedman, Director of Career &
and a skilled workforce, and this is a way
Technical Education at Champlain Valley
to bring a skilled workforce back to our
Educational Services.
communities. And we do it through the
“[The] business of career and technical
passion that is already there,” Nelson said.
education is to plant the seed – the
As the partnership between CV-TEC
necessary skills coupled with the passion
and the University of Seigen gets
and desire and will to learn. But our job
underway, the NCWDB hopes that
is not just to prepare students for the
a toolkit can be developed so that the
vacancies that they see online right now.
model can be reciprocated and expanded
Our job is to prepare them for vacancies
among other educational programs such
that we don’t even know what they look
as Upward Bound at SUNY Plattsburgh
like yet.”
and additional New Vision students at
Part of this effort is to also educate the
CV-TEC and neighboring BOCES under
community about what goes on inside
the workforce development umbrella.
of the non-descript buildings they see
Ultimately, all parties hope to foster a
in the local industry park owned by The
skilled and educated workforce that will
Development Corp (TDC).
serve the local industries and the future of
Students will also learn how to navigate
their communities.
their future career and technical education
“At the end of the day, the talent that we
so they can be prepared to seamlessly
see here and the talent that we haven’t seen
transition to a post-secondary engineering yet – we have a moral obligation to train
or related program and then return to
that talent and sustain our beautiful North
the North Country where their talent is
Country,” Friedman said.

